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TNT Orders Let the Right One In Pilot from Tomorrow Studios
New Adaptation of Bestselling Novel Executive-Produced by
Marty Adelstein, Becky Clements, Jeﬀ Davis and Simon Oakes
TNT, a division of Turner, has ordered a pilot for Let The Right One In, based on the best-selling
novel by Swedish author John Ajvide Lindqvist. Jeﬀ Davis (Criminal Minds, Teen Wolf) wrote the
script for the pilot and serves as executive producer with Marty Adelstein (Aquarius, Prison
Break, Teen Wolf) and Becky Clements (Aquarius, Last Man Standing) of Tomorrow Studios and
Simon Oakes (Women in Black, Let Me In) of Hammer Films. Carl Molinder, who produced the
original screenplay, and Alex Brunner (Dark Places) also serve as executive producers. The pilot is
being produced by Tomorrow Studios in association with Turner's Studio T, the in-house studio that
owns and produces original series for TNT and TBS.
Let the Right One In is an eerie drama about a young boy, long tormented by his classmates, who ﬁnds
solace in a friendship with a charismatic female vampire who appears to be near his age. The vampire
settles into the boy's small town with her mysterious caretaker, just as a series of bizarre murders
begins attracting the attention of law enforcement.
Lindqvist's debut novel was an instant bestseller in Sweden. He adapted his book into a screenplay for
the acclaimed 2008 Swedish ﬁlm of the same name, earning numerous international awards. TNT's
pilot will draw from the original source material.
"Let the Right One In combines elements of horror, revenge thriller and adolescent romance into an
unforgettable and truly unsettling tale," said Sarah Aubrey, executive vice president of original
programming for TNT. "This novel is a watershed of rich storytelling, making it an abundant source
from which Jeﬀ, Marty, Becky and Simon will bring to life in this all-new adaptation."
"TNT has amassed an incredible slate of programming and we are thrilled to extend our relationship
with them," added Adelstein, CEO of Tomorrow Studios. "Their collaboration and shared enthusiasm for
bringing Let the Right One In to the U.S. TV audience is incredibly exciting to all of us."
TNT is in the midst of evolving its original programming slate, which kicked oﬀ in June with the
premiere of the critically acclaimed hit Animal Kingdom, one of cable's Top 3 new summer dramas
and the only summer drama to grow its audience week over week. On Nov. 15, TNT will launch the
seductive thriller Good Behavior (also produced by Tomorrow Studios' Adelstein and Clements), with
Downton Abbey's Michelle Dockery as a complicated woman trying to regain her life. The network's

2017 slate of dramas include The Alienist, based on Caleb Carr's New York Times bestseller about a
serial killer in New York during the Gilded Age; Will, the punk rock version of William Shakespeare's
young life; Foreign Bodies, a comedic drama featuring a group of young adults traveling across Asia;
and more.
Let The Right One joins three other pilots in the works at TNT: Monsters of God, a post-Civil War
drama from Rod Lurie and Plan B Entertainment; Civil, starring Bradley Whitford, Toby Jones
and Enrique Murciano in a gripping about America on the brink of a modern day Civil War; and
Claws, starring Niecy Nash, Harold Perrineau and Jenn Lyon in a wickedly funny dramedy set in a
Florida nail salon.

About Tomorrow Studios
Tomorrow Studios is a partnership between Marty Adelstein and ITV Studios, with Adelstein as CEO
and Becky Clements as president. Together they executive-produce ABC's Last Man
Standing and NBC's Aquarius. Adelstein also currently executive produces MTV's Teen Wolf and FOX's
upcoming Prison Break reboot.

About TNT
TNT, one of cable's most watched networks, features a packed slate of original drama series, including
Animal Kingdom, The Last Ship, The Librarians, Murder in the First, Major Crimes, Rizzoli & Isles and the
upcoming Good Behavior, Will, Foreign Bodies, The Alienist and Tales from the Crypt, as well as the
unscripted series The Race Card. TNT is also the cable home to popular dramas like Bones, Castle,
Charmed, Grimm, Hawaii Five-0 and Supernatural; primetime specials, such as the Screen Actors Guild
Awards®, the iHeartRadio Music Awards and the Live Nation Music Awards; and championship sports
coverage, including the NBA and the NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Championship.
TNT is a division of Turner, a Time Warner company. Turner creates and programs branded news,
entertainment, sports, animation and young adult multi-platform content for consumers around the
world. Turner brands and businesses include CNN/U.S., HLN, CNN International and CNN.com, TBS, TNT,
TCM, truTV, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Adult Swim, Turner Sports, Bleacher Report, iStreamPlanet
and ELEAGUE.
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